December 22, 2002
Allow JEY now to come to communicate with you. Know that JEY is indeed in your presence
and does at this time have great interest in what you have been discussing.
It is at this time that JEY has the opportunity to bring a message to you that will indeed benefit
you with regard to your thoughts. As you are aware, there is an opportunity now upon the earth-plane for
all who are known as spirits-in-body to begin to understand more about that which is their connection
with that which is the spiritual realm.
You have an opportunity particularly, as those who are OMEGA, to begin now to allow others
who are in your presence to know of your own connections with this, which is a deeper understanding of
things of spirit. It is not necessary that you reveal the name of OMEGA, but it is necessary that you now
begin to share your own understanding with regard to that which is the religious aspect of your life upon
earth.
Know that there are many who are seeking for a deeper understanding of things of spirit, but there
are many who are caught up in that which has been the teaching of mankind, rather than that which has
been the teaching of those of us who are in the spirit realm. We would ask you to be prayerful and be in
meditation with regard to your own understanding of things of spirit, but we would ask that you begin to
share those things that you know to be true, and things that others will understand at this time.
JEY is deeply aware of your thoughts with regard with that which simply has been stated as a
dimensional aspect of your life. JEY can say this to you: That yes, there is an opportunity for you at this
time to be in connection with other aspects of life with regard to your own ability to understand those
aspects. We who are in the spirit realm have long delayed allowing you to be in more contact with not
only others who are in the spirit realm, but in different aspects of your own life upon the earth.
You are now reaching that time within this lifetime upon the earth where you may have an
opportunity simply to be in contact with that essence of your own spirit that can communicate with you
during these times of deeper understanding; of times where you are totally relaxed with regard to the
activities of daily life. Your spirit within you does indeed yearn to communicate with you, but it does
take from you that which is a release of more energy in order that you may have this communication with
your spirit.
You who have now the opportunity to allow your spirit to be released from this physical body to
travel to others upon the earth plane at this time have an opportunity to allow that spirit to go to others
and then request that it bring back to you information that will be useful to you in understanding the
different aspects of the dimensions in which you do indeed exist.
JEY cannot begin to tell you all that is necessary for you to understand at this time, but if you
could relate to a time in your earlier lives where you were in an aspect of study, during your time in
education of your own mind, you can relate back to having approached a topic that was being presented
to you, and trying to understand that, when you did not have the proper background for understanding the
topics that were being discussed. JEY is well aware of that. Even now you are attempting to understand
a portion of your own existence upon the earth when you have not yet had the proper background for
understanding that existence.
JEY can give to you this simple explanation: Even as you have sought for and you have found a
deeper understanding of your relationship to the CREATOR OF ALL THAT IS, you have found much
joy in this, you have found a deeper understanding of why you are here and of who you are upon the earth
plane at this time.
Now you are reaching out, you are trying to understand why you are what you are. You are here
as a spirit in body, but know that that spirit has many dimensions. That spirit has been here before. It has
lived in a physical body before, and thus, it has many dimensions. You are now attempting to achieve an
insight into those dimensions that your spirit has experienced. You may be aware that you have lived in a
lifetime as spirit in body in another lifetime, but you have related that to another lifetime as spirit in body.

What you are attempting to understand now is a dimensional aspect of that spirit, and so now as
you release your spirit as you are in a time of sleep to go to visit with others who are leaders throughout
the world, you are inviting that spirit to partake of another dimension that it can indeed inhabit during that
time when it does take leave of your body.
Know that it will take much on your part as a physical-mental being; it will take much for your
mental self to understand these new ideas that your spirit will present to you, but now know that you can
invite your spirit to communicate with you to start underscoring the importance of your being able to
achieve a deeper understanding of the dimensions that your spirit has experienced.
And so as you have thoughts related to other lifetimes, or to other times of being, simply ask that
those thoughts be made clear to you. Ask your spirit to make those thoughts clear to you. Knowing that
your spirit must work with you in symbolic means, they will be presented to you in symbolic ideas. In
other words, you may experience viewing a symbol that will have meaning to your spirit, and your spirit
is trying to exhibit the meaning of that symbol. Ask that it be made clear to you in a meaning that you
will understand. This will be necessary for you to spend some time in meditation, and relating only to
this idea that the spirit will try to relate to you other dimensions that this spirit is now very aware of, but
you as a mental-physical person are not aware of that.
You have reached beyond what you thought would be possible. You often thought it would not
be possible for you to understand your full relationship to the Creator. Now that that has been achieved,
you are going to attempt to understand all of the dimensions that your spirit has experienced in the many
lifetimes that it has come here to earth. Not only that, but the dimensions that it will experience in the
future. And so you are going to open up your heart and your mind, the mental aspect of you, and attempt
to allow your spirit to give you this information that will help you to understand what is to be ahead for
you in your future, with regard to that which is your spirit.
JEY could begin to give you more information in this regard, but know this: that what JEY could
tell you in that regard needs to be given to you by the spirit within you in order for you to fully
understand it.
We who are in the spirit realm rejoice that those of you who are OMEGA have achieved this
upon the earth plane in this time. We would ask you to be patient in your search, be patient in relying
upon the spirit within you to give you this information, and do not attempt to rush this.
Even as you were taught in those early days that your spiritual search was a slow journey, you
have accomplished that journey, and now it becomes more of a journey that has occurred as a result of
your spiritual search in the beginning. And so your spirit rejoices at this time in that it now has the
opportunity to share with you more in relationship to that which is your spiritual journey upon the earth.
You are blessed, you are to be commended, and JEY would say this to you: Move forward from this
place, give thanks to your Creator that you have the opportunity now to open your heart and your mind to
deeper aspects of spiritual. Know that it can be given to you. And JEY would ask you always to be
mindful that your spirit is of the Creator, that indeed you have been able to understand that, and that you
will be able to understand the information that your spirit will be able to relate to you.
JEY does indeed give thanks for this opportunity in your life. JEY does indeed come with a
blessing for you. Allow JEY to say this: May you be blessed with that which is a strong spirit within you
that can help you to open your heart and your mind to deeper ideas with regard to TRUTH. Know that
JEY does ask that you be given an awareness that you have not had before, and JEY would ask that our
Creator would indeed surround you with the energy that you need at this time and in the days to come.
May all who are OMEGA upon the earth plane come to cherish this new aspect of your spiritual journey
that you have yet to understand and to move forward into. We give thanks for this.
And may you understand, too, that as you are allowing your spirit to go forward to work with
those who are the leaders upon the earth, it is making a difference in their thinking. Continue to send that
message to your spirit within you, and ask them to help others throughout the earth to understand that this
earth is not theirs to control, it is the earth that belongs to the CREATOR OF ALL THINGS. They are
simply here for a life's journey, they are not here to control the earth. And so it is that they need to take
care of this earth, as it is given to you to live upon at this time. They are not here to destroy, they are here

to love, they are here to protect; and may it be that your spirit may be able to help all leaders upon the
earth to understand this: You are simply a caretaker of the earth. You do not own it.
And may you at this time go in peace and go with the knowledge that JEY and others who are
your guardians of spirit will be with you to help you, to guide you in the days to come. Go now in love.
Amen.

